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Abstract
The phase transitions in La
Ce MnO (LCeMO; x"0.2, 0.3, 0.4) have been studied by using magnetization M,
\V V

resistivity , speci"c heat C, and photoacoustic measurements. The substitution of La by Ce in LaMnO induces

a metal}insulator transition accompanied by the occurrence of ferromagnetic ordering. No observable thermal hysteresis
at transition temperatures implies that the phase transitions in LCeMO can be regarded as a second-order phase
transition with no latent heat at transition temperature.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The magnetic and electric properties of manganites
La
A MnO (LAMO; A"divalent cation) strongly
\V V

depend on the doping concentration x. In particular, in
a range of doping, 0.2)x)0.4, LAMO exhibits a paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (FM) phase transition
accompanied by a simultaneous insulator to metal
transition [1]. Similar to divalent ion doped LAMO, Ce
doped La Ce MnO
compounds exhibit the
 

metal}insulator (M}I) transition accompanied by ferromagnetism and the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
e!ect [2}4]. If Ce ions exist in a mixed-valent state with
a valence between 3 and 4 as in the electron-doped
superconductors [5], then Mn ions are expected to be
Mn>/Mn> instead of Mn>/Mn>, and the excess
electrons provided by Ce doping are responsible for the
M}I transition and ferromagnetism. This raises the possibility of CMR occurring in system with a mixed-valent
state of Mn> and Mn>.
According to Mandal and Das [2], the (¹) curve of
oxygen overdoped La Ce MnO sample shows
 

double peaks with a small hysteresis around the peak
region. This implies that the phase transition can be
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regarded as a "rst-order phase transition in the vicinity of
the double peaks. However, we found that there is no
observable thermal hysteresis in (¹), and the FM ordering, determined from C(¹) and photoacoustic (PA)
measurements, arises at the same temperature in both
cases with decreasing and increasing temperatures.
Polycrystalline samples were prepared by standard
conventional solid-state reaction. The as-prepared samples were annealed at 10503C in oxygen for 5 h. Powder
X-ray di!raction studies showed similar patterns as in
Ref. [2]. Resistivity was measured by a standard fourprobe technique, and magnetization was performed on
a vibrating sample magnetometer. Speci"c heat was measured by a di!erential scanning calorimeter, and PA
measurements were done using a gas-microphone PA cell
constructed in the form of a Helmholtz resonator [6].
Fig. 1 shows M(¹) data for LCeMO with x"0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4 in an applied "eld of 0.5 T. A sharp increase in
M(¹) implies the occurrence of magnetic ordering which
corresponds to a PM to FM transition. The FM
transition temperature ¹ , de"ned as the temperature of

the in#ection point of M(¹) curve, is 249 K for x"0.2,
260 K for x"0.3, and 249 K for x"0.4, respectively.
The change of ¹ is less sensitive to doping concentration

x than that observed in La
Ca MnO system where
\V V

¹ is 176, 249, and 261 K for x"0.2, 0.3, and 0.4,

respectively [6].
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